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Abstract: Today the world becomes more digital. The cashless 

transactions are increased in all sectors. The large amounts of 

data in digital form are generated every day. The companies need 

to analyze the existing transactions, to predict the user 

requirements in the future. The payment during the purchase can 

be done in different modes by the user. In this work, the credit card 

transactions are analyzed.  There are many data mining 

techniques are used to predict the frequent sets of items during 

purchase.  Data clustering in one of the familiar and widely used 

technique to identify a similar set of items in a group or dataset. In 

this work, the two familiar existing techniques k-means and 

k-mediods are compared with the same datasets. The results show 

the best clustering algorithm. 

Index Terms: Data Mining, Clustering, K-means, kmediods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increase of digital transactions leads to the accountability 

of digital data which is an asset of companies. The user 

profile and interests are most wanted buzz words for all 

business companies. The value of user data is getting more 

enterprise and become more investment field. Most of the 

investors undergo predictive analysis before investment. The 

financial transactions help to find the economic stability, 

investment interests and income of a particular user. The 

credit transaction is highly used in digital mode rather less in 

traditional purchases. There are many data mining techniques 

are used to extract frequent transaction and itemsets used in 

transactions. Clustering is one of the oldest and consistent 

techniques used in a similar set of attributes in a set. The 

credit card transactions encourage the customer to buy a 

product with its relevant product. When credit card 

transactions are analyzed one can able to predict the 

frequently occurred itemsets in a transaction. The prediction 

of frequently occurred itemset with credit card support may 

help the user and investor to predict the frequent selection of 

items sets. 
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II. DATA MINING 

Data Mining is the most used technique for Data analysis. 

There are significant and result oriented techniques like 

clustering and classification algorithms are used as a 

problem-solving technique and later they are used as 

preliminary techniques for advanced techniques like soft 

computing etc., knowledge discovery in transactional 

databases is one of the important key factors in business 

processes.  

A. K- Means Algorithm 

K-means is a partition based method which is used to cluster 

the similar set of items as a group called cluster with elements  

N. The number of cluster K is defined by the user. It gives the 

local maximum. 

K Mediods Algorithm     

k-medoid is also a classical partitioning technique of 

clustering, which clusters the data set of n objects into k 

clusters. Where ask medoids uses data points as centroids. 

K Means vs Kmediods 

B. About Data 

In order to find the frequent itemset prediction, the credit card 

user transaction datasets are taken for experimentation. There 

are one lakh records with different attributes (product items) 

are used. The online supermarket shopping data sets are taken 

from online data repositories. 

C. Methodology 

The credit card based online shopping data set is given input 

to both Kmeans and medoids algorithm. The frequently 

purchased items sets are predicted and given as output.

Credit Card User Frequent Buying Predicton 

Analysis using Cluster Methods 

N.Akshaya, Sundar Santhoshkumar, E.Ramaraj 

K-Means K-Medoids 

Multifaceted nature is O(ikn)  Complexity is (i(k(n-k)^2) 

All the more efficient Comparatively less effective 

Touchy to outliers Not delicate to exceptions 

Curved shape is required Convex shape is not must 

Number of groups should be 

determined in advance 

Number of bunches should be 

indicated ahead of time 

Effective for isolated clusters Efficient for isolated groups and 

little dataset 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

A.Load Dataset 

     The shopping cart dataset is used in the experimental 

study.The dataset is loaded in experimentation model. 

 

 
 

The data set contains a list of products available and set items 

purchased by the credit card users.B.Frequent Itemset 

Prediction The dataset is clustered using the application 

model with both Kmeans and Kmediods algorithms. The 

application allows for selecting the purchased item. Once the 

attribute is selected the frequently purchased items and its 

frequent itemsets are identified. The process involves the 

following steps. 

 

•    Item or product selection  

•    Transaction quantity  

•    Comparison between K means and Kmediods Algorithms 

•    Result 

 
 

C. Comparision 

The data set is given as input to both algorithms and the 

execution time and clustering accuracy are analyzed with 

respect to its generic functionality.  The product wise with 

occurrence and similarity is predicted. 

 

 
 

The result is then compared with respect to the number of 

similarities in the dataset. 

 

 
 

The following figure shows the comparative study of 

K-means and Kmediods algorithm with credit card shopping 

dataset. Based on the attribute selection and similarity index 

Kmedios give better performance than the k-means 

algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

Input Data 

Analysis data with k 
means and K Mediods  

No of items purchase 

No of same item 
purchased 

Result 
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CONCLUSION 

Credit card based user frequent purchase prediction using 

K-means and K-medoids algorithms have experimented in 

this work. This a preliminary study hwere online shopping 

dataset is taken form analysis. The result shows that Kmediod 

obtained better results compare with the k-means algorithm. 

Hence this is a budding research work, the existing clustering 

are compared without any modification. As future work, the 

existing techniques will be modifed with respect to data used 

for prediction. 

APPENDIX 

It is optional. Appendixes, if needed, appear before the 

acknowledgment. 
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